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CAST

CREW

Capt. Frank Thompson ........ Tom Schanley
Lt. T. Papanopolis ........... Terence J. Rotolo
Srgt. George Martinez ................. Ty Anaya
Russian Commander ............. Artem Mishin
SS Officer ................................ Zack Purdy
German Bruiser ............ Christopher Damm
German Soldier .................. Joerg Koschyk
Motorcycle Driver ............. Hans Beerbaum
Hetzer Driver ....................... Scott Fredrick
Hetzer Navigator ............. Stephen Fredrick
Soldier ....................................... Chris Lord
Soldier ................................ Aaron Clouden
Soldier ....................................... Jeff Brown
Soldier ....................................... Brian Hart
Soldier ............................... Tomislav Cukar
Soldier .............................. Bruce Coughran
Soldier ................................ Jonas Clausen
Soldier .................................... Anton Inarra
Soldier ............................... Leonard Zhang
Soldier .......................... Douglas Blumeyer
Soldier .............................. George Siambis
Soldier .............................. Jason Beckwith
Soldier .................................... Luc Harmon
Soldier ....................................... Alan Peay
Soldier ....................................... Evan Cray
Soldier .................................. Russell Davis
Soldier ................................... A.J. Takavoli

Executive Producer ...Shannon Blake Gans
Executive Producer ............. Scott Broock
Producer ....................... Matthew Gratzner
Producer ............................. David Sanger
Producer ............................. Vicki De Mey
Associate Producer ......... Andon Espeseth
Associate Producer ............ Kenny Voelker
Cinematographer ................... A.J. Raitano
Editor ............................. Matthew Gratzner
Key Hair/ Makeup ............. Heather Harper
Asst. Hair/ Makeup .............. Hillary Burdick
Wardrobe Supervisor ..................... Kat Yeh
Wardrobe Asst. ............... Brittany Edwards
Set Dresser ..................... Hannah Burham
Set Dresser .......................... Michael Hood
Set Dresser ....................... Jason Kolowski
SFX Technician ............. Richard O. Helmer
SFX Technician ........................ Matt Heron
SFX Asst. ................................. Cody Bosia
SFX Asst. ......................... Chris Hawthorne
Digital FX Supervisor ........... Jeffrey Jasper
Visual Effects: Jaunt ........... Nathalie Mathe
Stunt Performer ........................ Alain Bloch
Stunt Performer .................... Shaun Finley
Stunt Performer .............. Darren Holmquist
Stunt Performer ..................... Eric Jacobus

follows the adventure of a WWII Special
Operations team that is dropped into a raging battle on the
Eastern Front. The team’s mission is to deliver “The Case”
to a Russian commander; however, their plan is compromised as soon as they hit the ground.

The Mission drops you in the middle of intense
firefights, withering tank assaults, and a hoard of enemy
soldiers with it’s immersive 360º shots. Matthew Gratzner,
writer, director & BAFTA and Emmy nominated VFX Supervisor on HUGO, SHUTTER ISLAND and aviator collaborated with Jaunt to create this action-packed cinematic
VR short.

Writer/Director/Producer
Matthew Gratzner is widely respected within the entertainment industry for his artistry and business acumen - a
rare pairing of skills.
Best known for his feature film visual effects work, Matthew has also directed numerous commercials over the
last decade. As a Visual Effects Supervisor and co-founder New Deal Studios, Matthew received an Emmy nomination for his work on the Tom Hanks/HBO miniseries
“From the Earth to the Moon” and a BAFTA nomination
for best visual effects for THE AVIATOR.
Currently Matthew is finishing post on two films in the
western series Hot Bath an’ a Stiff Drink and is pioneering immersive cinematic Virtual Reality storytelling
by creating some of the first cinematic, narrative content.

is a 21st Century Creative Studio known for creating
Visual Effects for such films as the Dark Knight series, Hugo, The Avengers, Shutter Island,
Inception, and the current hit film Interstellar.
New Deal Studios has evolved over the past 20 years,
expanding beyond visual effects into a streamlined content house with in-house writer/directors and producers
to create narrative content including feature films, episodics, and cinematic virtual reality experiences.

is the leading developer of hardware and software that
captures the real world in cinematic VR - incredibly immersive 360 degree, stereoscopic 3-D with an interactive sound field.
The company’s investors include Highland Capital
Partners, Google Ventures, Redpoint Ventures, Peter
Gotcher, Blake Krikorian, and British Sky Broadcasting.
Experience more at www.jauntvr.com, including feature films, episodics, and immersive media.

Schanley most recently appears as Evan
Rachel Woods’ father in the romantic comedy 10 Things I Hate
About Life and a hit-man chasing down Mel Gibson and stolen money in Get the Gringo. Schanley had principal and lead
roles in television series and motion pictures, and is best known
for his roles in “Hawaii Five-0”, “Dexter,” “Castle,” “Criminal Minds,”
Courage Under Fire, and Conspiracy Theory. Schanley
also starred in Mission’s director Matthew Gratzner’s Hot Bath
An’ a Stiff Drink 2.
Terence J. Rotolo is an actor, as
well as a stunt performer for several TV series, most notable as
the voice of freelace reporter Frank West from the “Dead Rising”
video game series by Capcom. He is known for his work on Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World, The
Scorpion King, The Rundown, “Power Rangers” and Big
Bad Beetleborgs.
Ty recently moved to Los Angeles to pursue his
dreams in the film world. He studied film and acting in college and
graduated top of his class. Ty has since been involved in several
film projects both behind and in front of the camera. Before moving
to LA, Ty was a professional actor and stuntman at a Wild West
theme park, named Old Tucson Studios, where he would have
physical choreographed fights, fire weapons, and fall from buildings on a daily basis.

“As someone who started their career directing actors in theater, I have found directing in Virtual Reality is an amazing amalgamation of both live theater and cinema.
With this cutting edge technology, VR allows the viewer to have a completely fresh
perspective on a narrative story…it’s as if they’re actually in the movie”
Matthew Gratzner - Director/ Producer
“With the realism of live-action 360º cinematography combined with practical and CG
effects, VR will give the viewer a stellar immersive experience unlike anything else.”
Jeff Jasper - Digital Effects Supervisor
“It’s almost as immersive for the actor as it will be for the viewer. It’s like performing theatre with no audience since no one can be near the camera because
they’d be in the shot. It’s just you, the other characters and the environment.”
Tom Schanley - Actor
Films in VR present exciting technical and creative challenges. At Jaunt, on the technical
side, we are focusing on developing an automated pipeline from 360, 3D video and audio
capture, followed by algorithmic rendering, all the way to the delivery of the VR experience
to the consumer. It is great to see all these elements coming together in “Mission”
Jens Christensen - CEO, Jaunt
“VR is not meant to replace film or television. I really think these things are their
own experiences. Half the fun of working with New Deal is that we’re learning the
language and developing sytems and solutions unique to making VR films.”
Scott Broock - Producer, Jaunt

Breaking New Ground

Prior to creating The Mission, Director Matthew Gratzner was told, “In a VR
movie you can’t move the camera, you can’t do hard cuts in the edit, and you
can’t depart from a first person POV” at which point Gratzner said, “Maybe
that’s how it was done before…but now I’m going to do all of those things.”

Moving the Camera

Director Matthew Gratzner designed three custom camera rigs to allow the
360° camera to move - a modified Steadi-Cam, a positionable tilt-plate with
a descender rig, and a harness rig to mount the camera and operator to the
back of a moving tank.

Road Trip

Petaluma, CA—where “The Mission” was filmed—also served as location for
such major classics as AMERICAN GRAFFITI (1973), HOWARD THE DUCK
(1986), BASIC INSTINCT (1992), SCREAM (1996), PLEASANTVILLE (1998),
THE MAN WHO WASN’T THERE (2001) and THE TREE OF LIFE (2010).

Instant Army

Many of the background performers who played the Russian and German
soldiers in “The Mission” had previous soldiering experience in various reenactments hosted by WWII historical enthusiast Hans Beerbaum, at his German chateau-inspired home.

Master Of Pyrotechnics

The Pyrotechnic Supervisor on “The Mission” was legendary Special Effects
master Richard O. Helmer, who oversaw the iconic Napalm blast in APOCALYPSE NOW, the underwater shark explosion in JAWS, and countless explosions for the TRANSFORMERS series.

Dial-A-Tank

When a promised period tank couldn’t be made to work, the producers turned
to military vehicles rental specialist, Stephen Fredrick who located a working
German Hetzer tank destroyer, delivered it personally to set and served as its
on-camera driver.

Download the Trailer for Andriod
http://www.jauntvr.com/content/

Download our Press Images

https://newdealstudios.box.com/s/13wewzc4ha3ekhoj3hgn

Watch the Expand 2014: Jaunt VR Cinema Interview with Scott Broock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl1J5Whrl3k&feature=youtu.be

Watch Bloomberg TV Segment on Cinematic VR
http://www.themissionvr.com/press/
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